
AN ANALYSIS OF THE WILL TO BELIEVE A LECTURE BY WILLIAM

JAMES

William James's paper â€œThe Will to Believeâ€• defends some distinctive and controversial Some scholars interpret
the first of these lectures, â€œPhilosophy and the.

He does not address how we should understand when evidence is sufficient. For example, in the following
passage James utilizes his doctrine to justify a belief that "this is a moral world": It cannot then be said that the
question, "Is this a moral world? But from a moral point of view they are on a par. In the one
corner,[br]William Kingdon Clifford argued that belief without[br]evidence is immoral. He maintained his
religious belief in large part for this reason. As he famously puts it: "It is wrong, everywhere and for every
one, to believe anything on insufficient evidence". The doctrine[ edit ] The doctrine James argues for in "The
Will to Believe" appears often in both his earlier and later work. In his introductory remarks, James
characterizes his lecture by stating that he had "brought with me tonight [ We may forget how we acquired
them. Believe truth! According to James, it's[br]all about managing risk. Bertrand Russell in " Free Thought
and Official Propaganda " argued that one must always adhere to fallibilism , recognizing of all human
knowledge that "None of our beliefs are quite true; all have at least a penumbra of vagueness and error", and
that the only means of progressing ever-closer to the truth is to never assume certainty, but always examine all
sides and try to reach a conclusion objectively. But James says a bit more than this. For example, suppose that
I am in the supermarket and the question arises whether we need to buy lasagne. We may regard the chase for
truth as paramount, and the avoidance of error as secondary; or we may, on the other hand, treat the avoidance
of error as more imperative, and let truth take its chance. Clifford considers another sort of case. Whether you
do or not depends, in countless instances, on whether I meet you half-way, am willing to assume that you must
like me, and show you trust and expectation. He'll crack jokes that don't make sense and when he tries to
compliment his date,[br]he'll misjudge it and sound creepy. A more plausible kind of pragmatism would hold
that we have, not two laws but rather two values which carry different weights in different circumstances,
making use of Bayesian ideas and decision theory Hookway , Levi  He has a diagnosis of the sort of character
type that resists belief in God.


